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Present: Brian Bates, Sonia Crook, Trish O’Connor, March Morden, Thom 

Luloff, Sue Kloosterman, George MacDougal, Lynn Watson, and Denyse 

Kovac- Brown

Regrets: Diana Collis, Brian Baker, Kathy Hokum

Guests: Karen Nolk, Colin Hughes, Deborah Long and Steve Moghini
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Guest: Steve Moghin1 – Program Coordinator

Culinary programs – culinary management and chef training have low 

contribution to overhead

Initial consideration of non-academic delivery costs – programs have been 

reducing costs over  past 5 years

Issues are enrollment and losing students to competitors

Conducted full cost review/examination of Fleming’s and competitors SMAs

Decided to consider a new vision for the program building on strengths 

Programs are great examples of applied/personalized learning and high 

contributors to Dual Credit, CICE programs 
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IPP tool allowed for roll up of financial, demand and KPI scores with a year 

over year review
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The new vision differentiates the program and focuses on strengths – also 

focusses on the local market in terms of institutional – long term care and 

health care

70% applied learning supports Fleming’s strategic direction, new vision has a 

focus on local and sustainable eating and wellness/nutrition

Caution from the committee to ensure that the vision can be marketing in one 

coherent message – Steve confirmed that they are working with marketing.
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Lean project (School of Business) Common First Year changes will be 

deferred to next meeting – a number of changes focusing on retention
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Colin Hughes and Karen Nolk presented their Green Belt certification project in 

implementing a workflow form for on-boarding of full-time faculty (pilot for full-

time in one school). Committee commented a valuate project that should be 

scaled across the college upon completion. 

Deborah Long presented her Green Belt Project for Non-academic 

requirements for students prior to clinical placements (e.g. criminal checks, 

vaccines etc.). Deborah showed the amount of waste in the current process 

and plans to improve defects and rework.  Power point attached. 

Trish O’Connor shared the Lean Green Belt work for the Quality Assurance 

process (curriculum renewal and program review). Current state complete  for 

curriculum renewal – only 60% of schools completing curriculum renewal and 

there is a variety of approaches. .
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This is the value of the current curriculum renewal process and the 

undesirable effects. 

Committee emphasized that the new process “future state” should be  a 

natural extension of strong curriculum revitalization and reflective practises. 
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Sue Kloosterman updated the committee on where the IPP process is and 

how it connects with Integrated Planning more broadly. 
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The tool is being presented to all schools (Coordinator Meetings) and has 

been provided to Dean and Chairs. 

Thom Luloff expressed that all coordinators would like access to the tool.  

The integrated planning committee is currently working through the roll-out 

plan and making decisions on access to the tool.

The tool has been beneficial for the program review/redesign work in the 

School of Business (using Lean tools).   
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IP and Lean are both key initiatives for continuous improvement. 

Data supported analysis and decisions, in addition to transparency are critical 

to continuous improvement.  
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Update on internal and external training. 

22 Fleming Staff completed White Belt Certification.

9 are completing Green Belt Certification\

18 have been through the internal support staff certificate program Lean 

training.

It was strongly recommended by Mark Morden that all Fleming analysis 

complete the Green Belt Certification program. It was agreed that this 

recommendation would be brought to EOLT. 

There is now some significant external training with municipal and community 

futures staff for White and Green Belt certification 
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The current Green Belt program is a mix of internal and external staff. 

There are some significant projected revenues for external Lean training 

should  Deborah Clifford be successful in securing a contract for training 

community futures staff in the eastern region and a local contract with a call 

centre. 

Trish has been involved is some of the delivery of external training. 

Standard Auto is also signing a contract for Lean training. 
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Trish highlight plans for the 15/16  Board Report – similar format to 14/15 

report. 
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Committee discussed the value stream proposal for waste diversion. Trish 

highlighted the significance of moving forward with “Green Value Stream” 

mapping which is used to identify waste, energy and even carbon footprints, 

etc. 

The committee supports the proposal provided. Terry Williams and Brian Baker 

are in support. (Terry has been away). Rob Arkell to confirm support.
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Trish circulated two articles focussing on Lean in the  public sector. Some 

discussion about the articles particularly the distinction  between private and 

public sector. 

Approach to Lean needs to be modified for application in the public and 

service sector. 
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